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Question 1:-Choose the correct answer for the followings.

15 points

1- One of the following is not a design step in forward design:
A) Gather

Information

B) Study the Solutions

C) Study the Solutions

D) SWAT analysis

2- One of the following is not a primary purpose of teardown
A) Dissection and

analysis .

C) Experience and knowledge.

B) Competitive benchmarking.
D) Propose a solutions.

3- One of the followings is a Bottom-Up approach
A) FAST

B) SOP

C) BOM

D)None of the chouces

4- Documents generated from teardown process include
A) Exploded View

B) BOM

C) Function Structure

D) All of the above

5- The supporting functions provided to the customer that are important
to perform overall function is referred to as
A) Main Function

B) Supplementary Function

C) Auxiliary Functions

D)Binding Functions

Question 2:-What is reverse engineering?

6 points

Question 3:-List down the product development phases

6 points

Question 4:-In product development what is Customer need analysis?
6 points

Question 5:-What are the major steps of reverse engineering? Define each
step briefly?
12 points

Question 6:-For the digital satellite receiver bellow:
1- Draw the black box model and determine the input and output of the
system
2- Develop a FAST diagram for receiver.
25 points

Question 7:Given the following exploded view of fan build a single level
BOM that describe the parts 1 to 10 with integrated SOP description.
20 points

Question 8:- For the house of Quality diagram bellow for Power
Screwdriver answer the following question.
10 points

1- What is the most important Design requirement that should be
improved with respect to customer requirement and market needs?
Justify your answer

2- What is the Effect of Battery Capacity on the customer requirement
“The SD allows one-hand grip”? Suggest a solution.

